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Cedefop working on validation for more than 20 years

www.cedefop.europa.eu/validation
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Validation means a process of confirmation by an authorised body that an individual 
has acquired learning outcomes measured against a relevant standard
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Storyline of validation in EU
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Key Challenges for the future

Reducing complexity
Diversity of stakeholders

Diversity of sectors/contexts

Diversity of individuals and needs

Diversity of professionals and services

Assure agreed standards
Reference points

Learning outcomes approach

Education and Labour market oriented
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Digitalization and certification
New land scape of 
qualifications

Use of ICT This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed 
under CC BY-NC

Valid and reliable tools
Multiplicity

Adaptable and robust This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed under 
CC BY-NC

https://freepngimg.com/png/5790-computer-desktop-pc-png-image
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
http://pngimg.com/download/1111
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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Reducing complexity

Diversity of 
stakeholders1
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The individual at the centre
User-centred

Individual Right

Ownership, privacy

Transportability1 Diversity of 
objectives/needs 1

Support measures/
Guidance, financing 1

Skills pacts

1

Individual Learning 
Accounts

1
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Valid and reliable tools
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This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under 
CC BY-NC

How do we assure validity in a 
context with:

 Uniqueness of learning 
 Diversity of knowledge, 

skills and competences
 Explicit and 

implicit/tacit

1

Assure reliability across different systems of assessment and different purposes1

Fit for 
purpose

Scalability and cost
considerations1 Variety

ICT tools
Self-assessment

1

http://pngimg.com/download/1111
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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Assure agreed standards

Learning outcomes as the building 
block1
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Education vs. Labour market1

The role of NQFs and the potential 
role of EQF1

Defining, writing and 
applying 

Learning Outcomes
1

Opening frameworks to 
non-formal and informal 
learning?

Curricular design 1
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Digitalization and certification
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This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed 
under CC BY-NC

Increasing diversity of providers, types of certification, duration, nature1

Digital credentials1

Block chain1 Databases/registries 1

Europass 1

Micro-credentials 1

https://freepngimg.com/png/5790-computer-desktop-pc-png-image
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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Some concluding remarks

Strategic, integrated approach1

Practitioner training1

Financing and human resources1

More research and data
1
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Further readings
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Follow us on social media

Thank you

www.cedefop.europa.eu

Follow us on social media

Tack!

@ernvillalba
#ValidationEurope

https://vplbiennale.org/

19-20 May, Reykjavik
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